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Scholars are defined by their several qualities. It begins with their brilliance, which together with

their never-give-up attitude, makes them a rare race of accomplished achievers.

From Albert Einstein, Alfred Nobel, Isaac Newton to our very own CV Raman and

S. Ramanajunam, we are witness to incredible minds and beyond that a class of learned

people, whom only deserve to be called scholars. Scholars Global School is constantly

on the path to grooming from its aegis, such individuals every academic year.

The world seeks inspiration from two types of people.

One, those who are recognized for their brilliance. Two, those

who take a leap to the next level to become a breed of inspirers

we call scholars. At Scholars Global School, we take pride in

giving to the world both breeds of inspiration.



“Every year brings with it promises,

hopes and expectations. To us, it

also brings more responsibilities.

Every child who comes to Scholars

is our responsibility. We dedicate all

our efforts and resources to ensure

that every child is groomed into a

proud and responsible citizen of

the global village.”

“Providing the best of facilities,

an ideal ambience and quality

education has been our endeavour,

and for us, that has been an

education in itself. At Scholars,

we are always striving to provide

education that is contemporary in

approach, futuristic in thoughts

and traditional in values.”

“The modern world has set a

different benchmark for education.

Today, It is about overall

development of the child, honing

the reasoning, analytical and

preventative skills. The competition

is not within the class alone, but

the world at large and that is

where the child should excel.”
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It takes vision to do something noteworthy.

It takes a man to take that vision to its destination.

And the visionary behind the Scholars Global School,

Late Shri Ram Narain Dahiya, set the track that leads

all the way to its destination. A staunch believer of

simplicity and simple living, he along with his brothers

has been a motivator for many in the society, inspiring

and proving that honesty is the best road to walk on.

Some people in this world can never be silent spectators to the plight of those sunk in

downtroddeness, poverty and injustice. And they are the ones who take it upon themselves to

make change happen. Shri Bhim Singh Dahiya and Shri Raghubir Singh Dahiya are two such

individuals. Philanthropists by nature, they have always been there to initiate a helping hand

and service for those in need. Scholars Global School is the realisation of their long-cherished

dream of serving the society through education.

Shri Ram Narain Dahiya



Scholars Global School (SGS), within a

short span of four years, has emerged as

the leading K-12 CBSE School in the

region. The ISA award conferred on the

school by the British Council for the

outstanding performance of its students in

scholastic and co-scholastic events,

showcases the determination of the

institution in empowering its students.

SGS is a senior secondary institution that offers CBSE Syllabus along with an exclusive

integrated value-added programme to bring out the best academic qualities in children.

The school has the right learning environment that prepares learners to brace themselves for

real-world challenges to emerge successful in this competitive surroundings.

• Impart a broad, balanced and academically challenging curriculum which provides

students with a broad outlook of the modern world.

• Encourage participation in a wide range of activities to inculcate a love for learning.

• Develop world-class facilities to facilitate experiential-based learning.

• Adopt latest technology and gadgets in teaching-learning to make learning more effective

and productive.

• Provide meaningful educational opportunities that enable students to acquire and apply

knowledge, concepts, and skills.

• Instill a positive attitude and academic zeal in students to bring out their innate skills.

• Employ dedicated teachers to offer enriching programmes to enable students to evolve as

complete individuals.

• Provide psychological and emotional support to students.

• Provide the best facilities in sports and games to make students fit and healthy.

• Encourage students’ participation in community service and support the downtrodden.

• Help students understand different career routes.

• Promote a partnership with parents to nurture the growth of their wards.

Values and objectives of SGS:

Scholars Global School
bags the Prestigious
International School Award
by British Council in 2015.

Scholars is the youngest (Estd. 2011) and only School

from Bahadurgarh among the ISA Awardees in Haryana.



Scholars Global School (SGS) endeavours to be a symbol of the new generation

schooling. It is located in idyllic settings at a pleasant 10-minute drive from

Bahadurgarh. The campus is purpose-built and safe with ample open learning

spaces needed to effectively implement community-based learning; experiential

and inquiry-based globally accepted programmes. This New-Gen K-12 Global

School is a Day Scholar school, which has plans to offer day boarding facility for

its CBSE students from Jr. KG to Grade VII.

• •Wi-Fi &Technology-enabled infrastructure Air-conditioned e-classrooms

• •Well-planned landscapes Exclusively-designed ELC, Junior and Senior Wings

• •ICT, Science and Language labs Automated Library-Media Centre

Studios for Dramatics, Dance, Yoga, Arts & Crafts Vast Sports Field and Indoor Sports Complex• •

• •Hygienic Kitchen and Dining Facilities Full-fledged School Infirmary

• Continuous electronic surveillance of the campus

A world-class 7-acre campus that hosts:

Practising and constantly updating

itself to modern trends in education,

Scholars Global School (SGS) has

been designed and created by a

team comprising reputed architects,

educational and landscape

consultants who understand and

anticipate the needs of

contemporary, digital-age schooling.



One of the most important aspects

and areas that occupies parents’

mind is the transport to school and

back. To help take this off their

mind, SGS has a fleet that provides

safe, timely and worry-free

commuting to and from school.

The fleet of SGS vehicles is a mix of well-maintained buses and air-conditioned vans that

makes the journey on both ways both fun and fulfilling for day-boarding students.

To ensure better safety, the SGS fleet of vehicles is equipped with state-of-the-technology

devices. As they drive down across the city, that ensures children commute comfortably

and on time. Every bus has a dedicated lady care-taker to ensure the safety of children

while in transit. The journey is made interesting through fun games that are quite

informative and educative. To add to the safety and security of children, teachers hailing

from different parts of the city are encouraged to use the fleet of school buses. Moreover,

the campus is installed with high-end CCTVs across the campus, which are connected to

and monitored by professionally trained security personnel.



SGS provides ample opportunities

for Kindergarten children to

experience and relate with the

natural and manmade world

through self-directed play, outdoor

examination, festivals, stories,

action rhymes and games.

Scholars Global School believes that early childhood years (3-6 Yrs) are characterised by children

actively learning through observation, imitation, while improvising on their own creative

experiences. The vibrant junior school wing with huge classrooms, activity room and outdoor green

spaces with a play station is a welcoming and nurturing environment for kids. Little children learn

through play and structured activities to use tools, to paint, sing and dance. Children explore the

environment, learning valuable sharing and cooperative attitude to enhance their social and

emotional well-being, foster positive self esteem and develop fine motor skills. Foundational pre-

literacy and numeracy skills are grounded in the early years through rich oral and practical learning

experiences to prepare adequately for a more formal learning environment of primary education.



SGS integrated primary years curriculum is designed to place an emphasis on the whole

development of a child - spiritual, physical, moral as well as academic, which forms the vital

component in this crucial phase of their life. The integrated programme has been scientifically

designed adopting the best teaching practices followed globally. The broad-based,

interdisciplinary and comprehensive curriculum is innovative and experiential and aptly

addresses the different needs and abilities of the growing child. Using scientifically approved

teaching methods to promote deep learning; the teachers in the school bring to the fore, the

hidden talents of the children, by closely monitoring their everyday activities. The Primary Years

Course provides a smooth and stress-free transition for children to middle schooling.

SGS adopts 4’R’s

principle in education:

Real - in a world of massive change,

equip students with real skills.

Relevant - meet the needs of

changing times.

Responsive - connect with

students and be flexible.

Relational - it’s about teacher

connection.



Individual attention is a given at

SGS, as the limited classroom

strength of 30 students helps

ensures that. Students are kept

engrossed through interactive

teaching methodologies that ensure

their active involvement.

Scholars endorse the theory that technology will continually change, but what will be of

utmost significance to lifelong learning is the excellent relationship between teachers and

students. As a true global school, it is privileged to have one of the best pools of teaching

community in the region, with teaching faculty chosen on their merits and strengths from

across the country. With their qualities like dedication, commitment and passion, they

work towards shaping students into disciplined global citizens. The teachers with strong

subject knowledge and innovative teaching styles effectively use smart digital boards in

classrooms to simplify process of learning. They constantly interact with the parent

community and seek their full efforts in grooming their wards.



The Middle Years of

schooling at SGS give

students the opportunity to

explore, examine and figure

that there is more than one

way to reach a solution.

SGS provides a broad-based foundation curriculum for middle school students that challenges

and inspires them to get immersed in a discipline of their choice and have the opportunity to

‘observe’ and ‘apply’ new knowledge in a manner that promotes effective problem-solving.

The comprehensive curriculum allows for self-discovery and meaningful learning and enables

students to flourish, both in and out of the classroom. Students get rigorous and relevant

experiences through activity-project- problem-based learning. They are encouraged by

teachers to use tabs to solve problems while gaining skills in communication, collaboration,

critical-thinking, and creativity. Teachers conduct several activities and value added

programmes that prepare students for serious learning in higher classes.



SGS takes children of all classes to

excursions throughout the year.

These form a significant tool of

learning and an important part of

children’s academic and social

development as they are usually

integrated within the curriculum and

main lesson work.

Field trips and educational tours are intrinsic to learning and growth as are sports and games.

Field trips planned involve curriculum related goals, as they offer a chance for class bonding

and the opportunity for teachers and students to get to know each individual outside of the

classroom situation. Activities that are chalked out for students during these trips are exciting

as well as educating. The school has devised outing schedules based on the grasping power

of students, the trip could be an exploration of a local ecosystem or a trip to historical sites,

zoo, railway stations, airports, markets and other places of educational interest.

Students are made to participate in adventure sports like rock climbing, paragliding and

mountaineering to raise their confidence and risk-taking abilities.



At Scholars Global School, we are of

the opinion that technology can

never ever substitute or replace the

book. To inculcate reading habits in

children, the school has a full-fledge

central Library-Media center with an

attached digital library in the

spacious section of the school.

The SGS library-media program plays a central role in the education of children.

The mission of the library-media program is to ensure that students and staff are effective users

of ideas and information, create lifelong learners, and encourage a love for reading.

The core purpose in developing this central knowledge house is to provide an intellectual and

physical access to materials in all formats; to provide instruction that fosters competence and

stimulates interest in reading, viewing and using information; and to work with other teachers to

design learning strategies and opportunities to meet the needs of individual students.

Students can access library during the scheduled hours for individual or group work.



SGS offers flexible and stress-free

integrated programmes for future

competitive examinations to help

senior school students achieve their

long-term goals. The programme

inspires and motivates students to

obtain all the requisite skill sets

needed to succeed in senior

secondary school and beyond.

The teaching methodology adopted by experienced teachers in the higher sections is proactive

and warrants active participation of every student in the class. The academically focused

foundation programme for JEE, AIPMT, CLAT and CPT has been designed incorporating the

changes happening in competitive examinations in the country. The process of learning

includes discussions, case studies, investigations, problem-solving, project works, periodic

tests and other interactive activities. The scientifically devised assessment system followed here

helps teachers to analyse the academic performance of students at a micro level and take

corrective measures at the earliest for a better outcome.



The SGS Robotics programme has

enabled SGS students to bag

awards and 1st prizes in national-

level Robotics competitions.

Students’ projects in different

category are highly appreciated and

sent to international competitions.

As technological advances continue, it becomes imperative to keep the generation in tandem

with procedures that evolve along with the future. SGS believes that the 21st Century belongs

to people who innovate and set-up an advanced robotic lab with the tools and infrastructure to

train students in this tech-savvy world. It has tied-up with leading technology service providers

to train the Gen-Next for future challenges. The school Robotics programme deals with

innovation, design, construction and operation of robots. The course brings students closer to

science and engineering, helping them to think more about application of concepts taught in

classrooms. Students, right from the initial stages of schooling are enrolled for Abacus, a

program to improve their arithmetic and numerical skills.



The computing course at SGS

involves, among other things,

learning about hardware, software,

the development and history of

computers, coding as well as

developing computational thinking

across the whole curriculum.

SGS understands that digital technologies are powerful tools for supporting learning.

To empower students in information literacy, the school has a modern ICT lab with the latest

hardware and software with high-speed Internet connectivity. Students are provided computer

education programme that surpasses CBSE stipulations. Digital technology is taught through

experiences gathered and activities that promote technological literacy through problem-

based, research-oriented and design-specific learning. These experiences and activities are

open-ended, requiring students to develop technological thinking and challenging them to use

and apply it in a variety of settings. The state-of-the-art language lab has been established to

improve student’s literary skills and fluency and to strengthen their communication skills.



Scholars’ comprehensive 2-Year

Senior Secondary Programme has

been exclusively designed to

empower students and reach their

goal. It has tied-up with leading

competitive educational groups to

provide simplified course structure

and study materials for its students.

SGS will be offering well-structured programmes for XI and XII Grade students of Science,

Commerce and Humanities. The programmes offered here are designed to make students

strong in fundamentals as well as hone their analytical and logical skills thereby, ensuring their

success in challenges in the academic field. Highly experienced teachers are recruited to

address the needs of students in the crucial phase of schooling. The programme is

implemented in phases and every student’s ability is tested before they are promoted to the

next. To give individual attention for better results, students are divided into groups based on

their comprehensive skills. A personalized mentoring programme is designed for academically

challenged students and extended hours of training are given to them.



SGS provides all facilities to

substantiate theoretical knowledge

and practical training essential

during formal schooling.

These facilities are designed with a

lot of thought to complement its

integrated competitive programmes.

SGS promotes a practical and research-oriented programme in senior schooling to create a

broader outlook in students. Teachers use ultra-modern facilities, foster integral connections

with curriculum and develop interactive presentations based on students’ interests and

inquiries. The state-of-the-art facilities in Botany, Zoology, Chemistry and Physics labs provide

the right ambience for students to explore safely and apply their knowledge under the guidance

of the teachers. And to receive real-time experience and understand the postulates of science,

students are taken to industries and educational expos in the country.



Teachers use e-facilities installed in

the classroom to enable the

students to learn, understand and

grasp complex topics. A student’s

progress is tested across the year

during their internal examinations,

presentations, group discussions,

interaction sessions, problem-

solving, and many such activities.

• Concept-based teaching for effective learning while nurturing competitive aptitude

Interactive learning techniques to build in-depth subject knowledge•

• Special attention on crucial subjects mainly Pure Science, Maths and Commerce

• Specially designed workbooks and study materials for stress-free learning

• Regular examinations and mock tests to nurture individual ability

• Science and Mathematic workshops conducted to kindle love for learning

Special focus given for students preparing for Olympiads, NDA and SAT•

• Periodic assessment tests to gauge student’s performance from time to time

• Daily doubt clarification sessions followed by extended study sessions

• Identifying accelerated learners and motivating them with personalized teaching programmes

• Professional counselling to help students overcome their problems; which could be personal,

academic or with regards their career

The key advantages that give our Senior Secondary students a head-start:



A talented mind needs a platform to

help grow and practice.

Reason why SGS has initiated the

culture of hobby clubs and societies

for students so that they have the

freedom to go about pursuing their

interests of Painting, Pottery,

Sculpture, Gardening, Cultural

and Literary Activities.

Scholars Global School, allocates ample time in the schedule for the students. The well-devised

co-scholastic activities at the school provide perfect relaxation from the regular course.

The think tank of SGS has introduced several activities in the clubs to identify and hone creative

talents of the students. Each club has an identity, style and agenda of its own. Students could

choose to be a member of any one or a group of clubs, pursue activities of interest and hone

their skills. These activities under the guidance of the experienced people in the industry

provide a proper channel for creative thinking, act as safety release for bottled up emotions and

inculcate positive attitudes. A green and health club has been initiated where students along

with their teachers plant trees in the vicinity and educate people on health and hygiene.



To build a healthy competitive spirit,

the school is divided into four

houses - namely Leaders,

Achievers, Victors and Champions.

Several intra-house events and

competitions are conducted which

are led by head boy and head girl,

monitored by school

house captains.

SGS is associated with leading cultural and musical academies with a simple philosophy to

impart high quality learning through innovative methods, while having a great deal of fun.

Teachers who play multiple roles in the school work as teams to motivate students to

participate in several internal events and showcase their talent. The school has built a mid-sized

acoustically calibrated mini-auditorium with theater style seating and specialized AV equipment

is installed for these events. The facility is the venue for students’ presentations, role-playing, art

performances, parent-teacher meetings and so on. To conduct open-air pep talks it is building

an open-air amphitheater with natural materials surrounded by plantations.



SGS stands as a novel project

that provides ample opportunities

to achieve holistic growth of the

student community. Quality

training is provided from the initial

stages in physical fitness and life

saving disciplines.

SGS has created facilities for all age group children to cherish and enjoy the time spent here.

The school has a vast playpen zone designed for young kids. An exclusive mini-swimming pool

with a rain shower facility pool has been designed for the primary school kids to get trained and

enjoy water sports. Similarly, a vast skating rink with all safety features is in place to train in

roller-skating. A fitness studio has been developed to train students in aerobics and yoga.

Martial arts training is also offered to groom students’ self-confidence and keep their body

toned and mind agile. Parents are invited during the primary school events to

participate and enjoy with their child and their peer groups



School life at SGS includes a

variety of physical development

activities everyday. These activities

form an ideal avenue to channelize

their emotions constructively, while

inculcating in them a positive

attitude and sportsmanship.

The outdoor and indoor sports complex at Scholars Global School comprises a vast

playground for Football, Cricket and Hockey, dedicated Tennis, Basketball, Volleyball,

Badminton courts and an Athletics track. These well-demarcated sporting facilities encourage

team spirit and healthy competition among students and are a great asset for the overall

physical development of students. Experienced instructors in Football, Cricket and Hockey are

available in the campus to impart the requisite training. The school, in association with leading

sports personalities has established Cricket and Tennis to groom talented into professionals.



SGS promotes excellence in

sporting achievement and believes

in cultivating qualities of good

sportsmanship i.e., cooperation,

team spirit, respect for

co-participants, both on and off the

field, and the ability to win or

lose with grace.

The Physical Education (PE) programme at SGS presents a variety of activities that provide

students with the opportunity to experience, experiment and accentuate a wide range of skills.

The school has invested huge funds to develop synthetic courts of international standards for

Tennis, Basketball and Badminton. These synthetic courts provide the right playing conditions

for senior and junior students. Apart from synthetic courts, it has demarcated an area for

beginners where they are tuned to understand the basics of the game and play. Students are

also given exclusive gymnastics and fitness training in the vast green area of the playground.

Regular internal competitions are conducted and the talented are given awards and rewards.



In order to ensure that students are provided hygienic, fresh and nutritious food, the school

has set up a canteen run by trained chefs. Students can enjoy a healthy bite of delicious

food and beverages. The school has plans to start day-boarding facility and is setting up a

centralized kitchen with a vast dining lounge. This facility will be a boon for parents who want

the school to provide breakfast, lunch and evening snack for their wards.

Alongside, the school also has a full-fledged 6-bed infirmary. A trained medical practitioner

and a nurse are at the beck and call of the school authorities to attend an emergency; a

student who reports sick is kept in the facility to recuperate.

Scholars Global School is located

away from the chaotic city

atmosphere in serene settings on

the rapidly developing

Bahadurgarh – Jhajjar road.

It provides all the facilities needed

for undistracted learning.



Right words of motivation from the

right quarters go a long way in

motivating students. Scholars Global

School endeavours to bring leading

scientists, doctors, academicians,

educationists, and other

personalities who inspire and

motivate students and teachers.

Teaching fraternity believes to be a true learner for life. The constantly attend the in-house

training programmes conducted by the eminent academicians. They also participate in national

and international educational sessions to bring in the best teaching practices that benefit SGS

student community. SGS is collaborating with prominent schools in the country and abroad for

mutual student and faculty exchange programmes. With this programme the teachers as well

as students will get an opportunity to travel and experience the different approach adopted in

imparting education globally. This would help in a healthy exchange of ideas, understanding

different cultures, while promoting global harmony.



Scholars Global School brings newer platforms in every sphere of education,

learning and competition. The truth is, the world is changing at the speed of light

and in manifold directions. To keep pace with it, needed are minds that carry with

them a sparkle of brilliance and the attitude to turn it into a star.

Here we are, at Scholars Global School, opening the door for a world

that will have scholars stepping out, each of whom will walk out

confident to take their own path to victory.

The doorway is one, but destinations many
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